Abstract-Cable-driven robots enable compact design by allowing actuators to be mounted away from joints. This kind of actuation is desired in surgical robots. The cables in these robots must remain under tension at all times in order to have optimum performance. Thus, the knowledge of initial value of cable tension is significant. Moreover, in surgery, haptic feedback is vital for diagnosis of healthy tissue and to prevent damaging tissue with excessive force. In this paper, cable pretension was estimated indirectly by estimating stiffness parameter of cables. Then, external forces acting on the robot were estimated in all four quadrants by using cable stretch and dynamic-based methods utilizing system dynamics and unscented Kalman filter (UKF). We assessed the effectiveness of these methods on the third link of Raven-II surgical robot platform. From experiments with the tension estimation technique, it can be determined if the cable pretension is in the safe range. Also, both the cable stretch and UKF-based methods can be used to estimate external forces on all quadrants.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
INIMALLY Invasive Surgery (MIS) is a kind of surgery in which a long thin laparoscopic instrument is used through a small incision [1] . There are a few challenges with MIS such as limited view of surgical work space, difficulties in handling of surgical tools through small incisions, dexterity, and lack of haptic feedback [2] , [3] . These limitations can be resolved with Robotic Surgical Assistants (RSA). These robots are becoming more popular due to their capbility in improving dexterity, motion scalability and filtering surgeons tremor. However, haptic feedback is still severely impaired while being very important for surgeons [4] . For the RSAs that are designed for MIS, it is important to have a manipulator that is as small M. Haghighipanah is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195 USA (e-mail: mpanah@uw.edu).
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and as compact as possible. These features can be achieved with cable driven robots. In these robots, the actuator can be installed on the base, away from the driven axes. This provides several advantages such as lower inertia, structural simplicity, and remote actuation. However, the use of cable in robot manipulators introduces new challenges to control due to elasticity of cables and their nonlinear properties [5] . Moreover, these manipulators are less rigid compared to direct power transmission robots. However, stiffness isn't everything. Lower stiffness has several advantages such as, better force control, improved shock tolerance and lower reflector inertia [6] .
A. Cable Tension
In cable driven manipulators, power is transmitted through tension to driven axes. To avoid slacking, the cables must remain under tension [5] , [7] ; thus, cables are pre-tensioned. The amount of pre-tension affects system dynamics such as friction and cable elasticity [5] . Too much pre-tension causes faster wear and tear, and reduces the lifetime of the cables. Not enough pre-tension causes slack and degrades the performance of the robot. In [5] , it was verified experimentally that if the amount of pre-tension is not considered in the controller, the steady state error of the robot increases. Therefore, to have optimal performance, it is necessary to know the amount of pre-tension. However, cable properties changes overtime due to creep and stretch [5] , [8] , which changes the amount of pre-tension over time. Hence, it would be beneficial to have a method that indirectly estimates the cable's pre-tension to improve both the performance of the robot and its lifetime. In [5] , it was found that among system parameters (i.e stiffness, damping, friction, etc.), stiffness has the largest correlation with the amount of pre-tension. This was verified on a 1-DOF pulley-board that simulates a cable drive system. In this work we are extending the previous work by applying the UKF parameter estimation and stereo vision to estimate cable pre-tension on the third link of the Raven-II [9] Surgical system.
B. Haptic Feedback
A study by Wagner et al., showed the performance of the RSAs can be greatly improved with force feedback [10] . Conventionally, surgeons use haptic feedback to palpate tissues as one of their diagnosis tool to figure out if a tissue is normal or not [1] . With haptic perception, surgeons can feel tissue hardness, measure tissue properties, and detect if a tumor is hidden under the tissue [4] . With lack of haptic feedback, surgeons may exert excessive force to a healthy tissue or apply deficient forces in tissue handlings such as grasping and suturing [11] . There are numerous approaches to address the lack of force feedback in RSAs. In [4] including displacement-based, current-based, pressure-based, resistive-based, capacitive-based, piezoelectric-based, vibration based, and optical-based sensing. In [11] Quasi-Static Modeling of da Vinci instrument which takes distribted friction and tendons compliance into account was proposed and in [12] was used to estimate the stiffness of the environment by appliying a sufficiently large input torque. In [13] , a special mechanism was made with a spring and a fixed spherical visual feature. With this sensor, as the distance between the camera and feature changes, force can be estimated from the visual appearance of the feature [13] . In [14] , a distal sensor for MIS palpation was built. In [15] , a computerized force feedback endoscopic surgical grasper (FREG) was developed to recover the tactile and kinesthetic information. In [16] , on a pulley board that simulates 1-DOF cable driven robot, system dynamics was used with Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) to estimate contact force and position in free motion and in contact with tissue. This system dynamics were further extended in [17] along with cable couplings that exist in a serial cable driven robot to apply the UKF on the first 3DOF of the Raven-II. In [18] , the dynamics and UKF from [17] were further used to estimate grasping force acting on Raven-II graspers by observing motor torques. However, the motors that were used in [16] , and [18] were small and have less noise than the bigger motors that are used in the first 3-Dof of the Raven-II, and axis 3 has long cable runs, high friction, and low inertia. Also, this method only demonstrated external forces acting on one quadrant and the other quadrants were not investigated.
In this work, we use the UKF method and apply it on link 3 of the Raven-II which has bigger motor with noisier torque plot, and we investigate the results on all the four quadrants. Moreover, we also used elasticity of the cables similar to series elastic actuators to estimate forces on all the four quadrants and we compared this method with the UKF.
The main contributions of this paper are: 1) To investigate the feasibility of estimating the cable pretension based on dynamical model presented in [17] . 2) Estimate external forces acting on the robot in all the four quadrants based on UKF, and cable elasticity. 3) Detailed comparison of external force estimation using both methods. 4) Force estimation results, based on sinusoidal trajectories and recorded human operator-driven trajectories from block transfer (FLS) tasks. In this work, the prismatic joint of the Raven-II (third link) was used to investigate the proposed methods to estimate cable tension and external forces.
II. CABLE DRIVEN ROBOT DYNAMIC MODELING
The dynamics of a rigid serial link manipulator can be described as [19] :q
Where I l is Inertia matrix; q l ,q l ,q l are link position, velocity and acceleration, respectively; F C are Coriolis and centrifugal terms; F G is Gravitational force; F cl , F v l are coulomb and viscous friction, respectively; J is Jacobian and F ex is external force. Fig. 1 . Schematic drawing of a generic cable driven system. Motor shaft is connected to a gearbox and capstan is fixed on the gearbox shaft [17] .
However, in serial cable driven robots, the power is transmitted through cables to the driven axes and there exists nonlinearity and elasticity in cables that needs to be also considered in system dynamics. We fully described a dynamic model for a general cable driven robot and in particular Raven-II, in our previous work [17] . In summary, this transmission can be modeled by a cable with nonlinear exponential tension-strain and linear damping as: 
Where q m c ,q m c are motor capstan position and velocity, respectively; r m c , r l are capstan radius of motor and link, respectively; k e , b e are cable stiffness and damping; Γ is the actual torque that is transferred to each link. Fig. 1 below shows the schematic drawing of this power transmission.
In Raven-II the states are motor angle, motor velocity, joint angle and joint velocity [20] . The motor angle and velocity of the Raven-II is accurately measured with optical encoders directly mounted on the motor shaft. Hence, the dynamics can be simplified and the system states can be reduced to two states for each link (joint angle and joint velocity):
Where x and H are system states and the observation matrix, respectively. The system states and observations for the first three links are defined as:
Where i = 1, 2, and 3 corresponds to the first three DOF of the Raven-II and y are the joint measurements based on camera data.
III. TENSION ESTIMATION
A. Method
To indirectly estimate cable pre-tension in a cable driven robot, the stiffness parameter of the dynamic modeling of Section II was used. We utilized dual srUKF [21] algorithm to simultaneously estimate system states and stiffness parameter. The srUKF has enhanced numerical properties over conventional UKF [22] . The proposed method was applied on Joint 3 of the Raven-II. In dual srUKF two parallel filters run to estimate states and the parameter. When estimating the states, the parameters are assumed to be known, and when estimating the parameters the states are assumed to be known [23] . Based on [24] the state space representation for parameters are described by:
Where, w k is the vector of unknown parameters (ke in our case) with identity state transition matrix. r k is the process noise. G(x k , w k ) is a nonlinear mapping that is parameterized by the vector w. d k is the desired output from nonlinear observation on w k and e k is the error of the system [25] . The observation vector for estimating the parameter k e were camera measurements and motor encoders.
B. Experiments and Results
Due to mechanical design of the Raven-II it is not simple to measure the cable tension directly with a force gauge or a tension meter. Therefore, to measure the cable pre-tension ground truth, cable vibration frequency was used instead. Cable has different vibration frequencies at different tensions. To measure the vibration frequency, a frequency reader with piezoelectric sensor and Arduino was built. To map cable vibration frequency to tension, a known weight was hung on an offline pulley board that resembles link 3 of the Raven-II. Then the cable was plucked with a guitar pick to vibrate the cable and a piezoelectric sensor was used to read the it's vibration frequency. This experiment was repeated with several different known weights to get enough data to map cable vibration frequency to tension. Fig. 2 below shows the frequency to tension mapping.
Raven-II has a tensioner screw for each link for adjusting the tension. To map the frequency to tension, the cable tension of the Raven-II was changed for a total of 18 times by adjusting the tensioner screw and its vibration frequency was measured each time. At each different tension, the robot moved by the same pre-recored Fundamentals of Laparoscopic (FLS) block transfer task [26] trajectory and the srUKF was used to estimate the cable stiffness for each run. The initial value of the k e was set to 600 (N/m). Fig. 3 shows the convergence of the srUKF stiffness estimation for all the 18 runs. The results of Figs. 2 and 3 can be used to estimate the cable tension of Raven-II based on stiffness estimation. Fig. 4 below shows the mapping from cable stiffness to tension obtained by fitting a degree-two polynomial between cable stiffness and known tension. From the plot it can be seen that as the stiffness increases the cable pre-tension also increases. Based on this mapping, cable pre-tension estimation can be categorized into three different categorizes (Low, Mid, High), where Low is less than 8 N, Mid is between 8-14 N and High is above 14 N. Thus, by estimating the k e with srUKF and using the mapping from Fig. 4 it can be determined in which category tension falls. Ideally, the tension should be in the Mid level, since if the tension falls in the low level there is a chance that cable can become slack. Finally, if the tension falls in the High level the cable lifetime decreases substantially.
IV. FORCE ESTIMATION
A. Methods
External forces acting on the robot can be categorized in four quadrants. We define these four quadrants as follows:
Quadrant I: Motor torque is (+), external force (F ex ) is (+). In this quadrant the displacement of link 3 is positive (link is moving up) and external force is acting against the displacement (motor requires more torque to move the link).
Quadrant II: Motor torque is (+), F ex is (−). In this quadrant the displacement of link 3 is positive and the external force is helping the motor.
Quadrant III: Motor torque is (−), F ex is (−). In this quadrant the displacement of link 3 is negative (link is moving down) and external force is acting against the displacement.
Quadrant IV: Motor torque is (−), F ex is (+). In this quadrant the displacement of link 3 is negative and external force is helping the motor.
In this work external force acting on a cable driven robot is investigated by two different methods. These methods are verified on the third link of the Raven-II system. The first method is based on dual srUKF state and parameter estimation by observing motor torques only, while the second method is based on the elasticity of cable by measuring the stretch in cable similar to Series Elastic Actuators (SEA). Fig. 5(a)-(b) shows the cable stretch and motor torque plot of link 3 when a basket with four different weights (271 g, 497 g, 704 g, and 910 g) is lifted up and down in a sinusoidal motion. From these plots, both motor torque and cable stretch can be used to infer external forces acting on the robot. (Note: these weights are randomly selected to show the significant variation in motor torque and cable stretch. Any weights can be selected to serve the same purpose.) By vi- sual inspection it can be concluded at 271 g it is easier to detect the force from cable stretch than motor torque. This implies the cable stretch method can detect smaller forces better than UKF and motor torque observation. Fig. 5(c) shows the way in which four quadrants can be categorized from torque and cable stretch measurements.
1) UKF Method:
To estimate external forces acting on the third link, first system dynamic parameters F c and k e were estimated offline using dual srUKF parameter estimation technique as described in section III-A by setting the F ex term of (2) to zero. Once the system parameters were tuned offline the external forces can be estimated online by srUKF parameter estimation.
2) Cable Stretch: In this method, precise measurements of cable stretch is required. In Raven-II, optical encoders are mounted on the motors away from the joints. However, for this experiment an additional linear optical encoder (MicroE Systems, model number Mercury II 1600, resolution 5 μm) was attached directly to link 3 to directly get joint displacement angle θ J . With the motor encoders, the transmission kinematics [20] was used to calculate joint angles θ J K i n based on kinematics. In (6), the cables were modeled as non-linear exponential tension-strain. However, from Fig. 4 , (stiffness to tension mapping) it can be seen that at low pre-tension, the curve is highly non-linear and at higher tension, the curve is more linear. Thus, for estimating the external force, since there exist pre-tension in cable, it was assumed the force will lie in the linear region. Therefore, we used Hook's law to estimate external force. From Hook's law the external force can be described as: where K s is the spring constant and (θ J K i n − θ J ) is cable stretch. From Fig. 5 (a) the cable stretch value is negative and also it's not zero when no external forces are present. This is due the initial offset that presents between the motor and joint encoders because of encoder initialization, cable pre-tension, and friction. To be able to estimate the force based on cable stretch this amount of offset needs to be identified. Fig. 6 shows the cable stretch histogram for the first six cycles of the lifting basket experiment. These initial cycles can be used as the training phase and during this phase two Gaussians can be fit to the data. The mean of each Gaussian with +/− one sigma were used to initialize the cable stretch and determine the upper mean, lower mean, and the mid point. The motor is connected to the joint via two cable runs (Fig. 1) . Thus, any cable stretch above mid point is caused by one cable and any stretch below the mid point is caused by the other cable which means the stretch sign could change.
Once the cable stretch is initialized, the stretch measurements need to be identified for each quadrant. Fig. 7 shows the way in which cable stretch measurements are assigned to each quadrant. This can also be seen from Fig. 5(c) . If cable stretch is more than the upper mean, force belongs to quadrant I; if the stretch measurements are less than the upper mean and more than the mid point, force belongs to quadrant II; if stretch is less than the lower mean, force belongs to quadrant III; and finally if stretch is less than the mid point but more than the lower mean, force belongs to quadrant IV. However, if stretch is +/− one sigma from the midpoint, force is in unknown state. Throughout this work, anytime cable stretch falls into unknown state UKF estimation results were used instead.
B. Experiments and Results
The proposed methods were applied to the third link of Raven-II cable driven surgical robot. In the experiments, the first two links were held still in an angle that makes link 3 perpendicular to surface and only the linear motion insertion link moves. The following six experiments were conducted to estimate F ex utilizing both the UKF and cable stretch method.
Experiment 1: Zero Force Estimation
The proposed methods were applied when no external forces were present. In this experiment Joint 3 followed a sinusoidal trajectory in a free motion. Ideally the true F ex value should be zero. Fig. 8(a) shows the estimated force based on the cable stretch. From the plot it can be seen that there is a peak error every time torque changes direction. In other words, this error occurs at the beginning of force estimation in quadrants II and IV. Closer inspection of the cable stretch plot suggests that at the moment when robot displacement changes direction, there exists a linear delay in cable stretch which suggests damping. This problem can be treated by putting a linear damper in (9) . Fig. 8(b) shows the zero force estimation based on the series elasticity and a linear damper. By adding a linear damper (9) becomes:
where S is cable stretch, b is the cable damper term andṠ is stretch rate of change. Fig. 9 shows the error histogram for both UKF and cable stretch methods when the damper term is added to cable stretch. From the error histogram the noise for UKF method is from −3 N to 2.5 N while the noise for cable stretch method is from −1.4 N to 0.5 N.
Experiment 2: Lifting Basket
In this experiment, a sinusoidal trajectory was applied to the third joint while lifting a basket up and down with known weights. The weights hanging on the basket were 271 g, 497 g, 704 g, and 910 g, respectively. This experiment was used to calibrate the force estimation in quadrants I & IV . Peak values from the cable stretch [ Fig. 5(a) ] were subtracted from the upper mean and lower mean for quadrant I and IV, respectively for each weight, and a line was fit to estimate the K s value and the offset. The b value was manually selected to minimize the transition error. Fig. 10 shows the force estimation results for both UKF and cable stretch method. Since this experiment was used to calibrate estimation, it is expected that the estimation result is close to the real values. However, it can be seen with the UKF method the noise variance is much larger.
Experiment 3: Pulling Spring After calibrating the force measurements for quadrants I & IV the robot was attached to a load cell sensor via a spring and a sinusoidal trajectory was performed to verify the proposed methods in quadrants I & IV . Load cell sensor data was used as a ground truth. Fig. 11 shows the force estimation and error histogram for both methods. From the results both methods provided force estimation close to the ground truth. The error histogram plot shows a higher error percentage is closer to zero in cable stretch method than UKF.
Experiment 4: Pushing Spring
Lifting weighs with basket does not produce any force on quadrants II & III. Thus, to calibrate the force estimation for these quadrants a compression spring was attached to a load cell sensor and a sinusoidal trajectory was applied on the third link of the Raven-II to push the compressor spring. On the first half cycle of the sinusoidal trajectory the robot pushes the compression spring which generates force against the robot (quadrant III) while on the second half cycle of the sinusoidal trajectory, when the robot is moving up, the compression spring exerts force in the same direction as the robot motion (quadrant II). This experiment were repeated three times and each time the amplitude of the sin trajectory was changed. Changing the amplitude causes the robot to push the spring further which generates more force. The peak force value for each amplitude was used to calibrate the force estimation for quadrants II & III. Once the force estimation was calibrated, the experiment was repeated once more with a different sin trajectory amplitude to evaluate the performance of the force estimation. Fig. 12 shows the evaluation result for force estimation and error histogram utilizing both methods. From the plots, when external force is sufficiently large, both methods provided force estimation close to ground truth, however at lower forces, cable stretch method outperforms UKF method. This is consistent with the previous two experiments.
Experiments 5 & 6: FLS Pushing & Pulling Spring
In addition to the sinusoidal trajectory, these methods were evaluated under a pre-recoreded human-operator driven FLS trajectory. To cover the four quadrants, first a spring was attached between the load cell sensor and the robot while being pulled with FLS trajectory. Then a compression spring was attached between the load cell and robot while being pushed with the same FLS trajectory. The trajectory duration for both experiments was about 220 seconds. However, to observe the zero force estimation the spring was attached to the robot for the first 160 s and 140 s of the pull and push experiments, respectively. For the remaining duration of the trajectory the springs were detached from the robot. Figs. 13 and 14 shows the force estimation results and error histogram for both methods for pulling the spring (Quadrants I & IV) and pushing the spring (Quadrants II & III) respectively. These experiments are also shown in a video attachment. The results of these experiments are also consistent with previous experiments.
The average errors, maximum errors, and standard deviations for experiments 3-6 are shown in Table I . Based on the results, in all the experiments, the cable stretch method outperforms the UKF method observing motor torque only. With the cable stretch method, lower forces can be detected. Our results confirm that if the input torque is not substantially large enough the stretch is not detectable by observing motor torque only as described in [11] , [12] .
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, a dynamic model based estimator was proposed to indirectly estimate the cable pre-tension in cable driven robots. Then, dynamic based estimators of [16] and [18] were further extended to estimate external forces in all the four quadrants. Moreover, for the case when joint encoder measurements are available, a cable stretch method was introduced and used to estimate external forces. The proposed methods were applied on the third link of Raven-II surgical research platform. By using dual UKF parameter and state estimation, system dynamics parameters F c and K e were tuned. By estimating K e , cable pretension can indirectly be calculated with a mapping function that maps stiffness to tension. Furthermore, after estimating K e and F c , these values can be held constant to estimate F ex online using dynamics and UKF with motor torque observation. We also evaluated a second approach to estimate external forces by taking advantage of cable elasticity similar to series elastic actuators. The latter approach has less noise magnitude at lower forces as shown in Figs. 9 and 10; thus, it can provide better force estimation at lower forces. Moreover, in cable stretch method, precise optical encoders are being used to measure the stretch; whereas, in the UKF method, motor torque is indirectly measured from current for observation. Any uncertainty in dynamics and noise in motor torque may cause poor estimation. In surgery, having multiple methods is vital for safety reasons. Redundancy enables one method to take over in case of failure in other.
The future work will include extending these methods to other links of the Raven-II (even though their joints are coupled to multiple external force direction) by using its Jacobian matrix. Furthermore, by using cable elasticity method, compliance control can be integrated into cable driven robots. In surgery, this helps to prevent tissue damage by limiting excessive force exertion on tissues. Moreover, we plan to refine the robot dynamics by applying the models derived from experimental measurements presented in [27] and [28] and combine cable elasticity with UKF to further improve external force estimation on all the four quadrants.
